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La guerre des 
tuques 

To disarm the chronically optimistic 
and their sidekicks - the pessimistic 
makers of comparisons with the 
superior efforts of more deve loped 
national cinemas - one might as well 
start with what La guerre des tuques is 
not. It is not La guerre des boutons, it is 
not Les 400 coups, and it is not L'argent 
de poche ; ·in short, it is not an extra
ordinary film. Yet for all it is not, La 
guerre des tuques may well be th e 
beginning of something important. 

In its desperate flight from its own 
identity (or lack of one), mainstream 
Canadian filmmaking's slavish imita
tion of American mediocrity has time 
and again created local vacuums. If 
there is no such thing as a genuinely 
national Canadian hit. film , there are 
plenty of examples of local successes, 
successful precisely because they filled 
a vacuum, and this from Duddy Kravitz 
for Montreal, to Goin' Down the Road 
for Toronto, to In The Fall or Who Has 
Seen The Wind? for the prairies. 

The genius of producer Rock Demers 
- La.guerre des tuques being the first of 
an eight-film series entitled Tales For 
AII- lies in his grasp of the commercial 
importance of the local, doubly so when 
one realizes that there is nothing more 
grass-roots (nor simultaneously more 
universal) than children. For surely, 
part of La guerre des tuques' pheno
menal success - the film has grossed 
$615,000 in 13 weeks in Montreal- is due 
to the fact that it addresses that pathet
ically neglected moviegoer: the child. 

In yet another sense is La guerre des 
tuques an important vindication of the 
local, and ironically so at a time when 
the word 'international' loudly pretends 
to be the answer to all our problems, 
especially the filmmaking ones. With 
financing from Telefilm, from Quebees 
Societe generale, and from CTV's Mont
real affiliate CFCF, La guerre des tuques 
is something of a model for an entirely 
Canadian approach - and solution - to 
the problems of Canadian cinema. 
Indeed, in the light of the film's success
fullUn, Telefilm head Andre Lamy has 
gone so far as to point to the $1.3 million 
budget La guerre des tuques as being a 
model of profitability, or at least far 
closer to the solution than those in
tricately structured, tri-nationally 
financed cinematic megaprojects of 
dubious Canadian derivation. 

That said, however, once one moves 
beyond La guerre des tuques' strong 
and successful deployment of the im
mense potential of the local formula, 
the film begins to show weaknesses. 
Briefly, two groups of schoolchildren, 
one of whom has a Saint-Bernard, spend 
Christmas vacation in the Baie St-Paul 
area waging a playful war whose strategic 
objective is to capture the defenders' 
snowfort. But is La guerre des tuques 
truly a children's film - a film for 
children - or is it a film that makes use of 
children for other purposes? These are 
not necessarily nefarious or exploitative 
purposes, for the intention of the film is 
to tell a moral tale, namely that peace is 
preferable to war, a moral that few 
would want to take issue with. Yet the 
film' s moral, rather than building itself 

up from within, suddenly intrudes with 
all the heavyhandedness of the. adult 
world, for La guerre des tuques IS less 
about the dog who stopped the war, as 
its English title suggests, than the film
makers' seemingly arbitrary decision to 
stop the film with the deus ex machina 
of the dog's (accidental) death. 

This both weakens the moral of th e 
film, since it does not follow from the 
logic of the story as much as it seems an 
imposed, exterior moralism, and, I fear, 
rather wrecks th e story for children. My 
six-year-old kept asking afterwards: 
"But why did the dog have to die ?" If he 
couldn't understaRd it, it's because the 
film itse lf did not make this clear; and 
my explanation that creatures are killed 
in war, which wouldn't otherwise be 
war if nobody got killed, and that IVar is 
a terrible thin g, jus t didn't seem to 
explain much. 

The pmblem with La guerre des tu
ques is that vou seldom stop s us pecting 
hordes of adults hoveri ng about off
camera, instructing, hectoring, moral
ising, and directing. If the chi ldren 
themselves are, on the whole, perfectly 
adequate to their mles, with all the 
enthusiasm and deadly seriousness of 
chi ldre n, this ceases to work as soon as 
the children are made to be anything 
but children and turned instead into 
symbolic little adults. This is particular
ly noticeable in th e "love interest" 
between Luc the attacking general 
(Cedric Jourdel and Sophie the de-. 
fending Boadicea (Marip ierre Arse
neau-D'Amour). However cute she may 
be, it would still seem that any boy play
ing soldier with Lues fierce dedication 
(and, one suspects, deep psychological 
hang-ups) would simply not have the 
slightest interest in a girl. 

Again, the adult world intrudes 
crudely upon the very symbol of the war 
between the kids : the snowfort. All it 
takes is one look to know that no kid on 
earth could have built this fort. The 
elaborate structure with its too-smooth 
sides simply screams of adult engi
neering. lin fact, so well-constructed was _ 
the fort that a special-effects expert had 
to be called in to demolish it.) 

Even so, this still might have worked
the fort is, after all, FraI1(;:ois-les-lunettes' 
lDuc Minh Vu) fantasy. Had the entire 
film been, say, Lues fantasy, all kinds of 
surrealism might have been possible. 
There is surrealism in La guerre des 
tuques - the final assault on the fort 
with the multi-colored ribbons and 
astounding use of kitchen utensils for 
helmets has all the beauty of a child's 
version of AlelCander Nevsky. In this 
wonderful, intricate sequence, one can 

clearly see how La guerre des tuques 
might have risen to the heights of La 
guerre des boutons. 

None of the above - except perhaps 
for the death of the dog- could probably 
matter to children; on the day I saw the 
film the young audience just lapped it 
a ll up, howJin g with delight at the gags, 
and the sillier the better. Ultimately it' s 
see ing those hundreds of little faces 
laughing (in French) at jokes vvritten in 
their language, laughing along with a 
film set here, in our winter, starring kids 
that cou ld almost be themselves, that 
matters far more. 

A critic can - and should - say these 
kids deserve better. But one h as to start 
somewhere, and one could do a hell of a 
lot worse than La guerre des tuques. 

If this film is not completely the model 
it's cracked up to be, at leas t it's a good 
and positive beginning. 

Michael Dorland. 
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This film may, as its producer and co
writer Barrv Pearson suggests, represent 
a high-water mark in terms of the num
be r of different leve ls of government 
and public agencies who have lent a 
helping hand to its production. 

Although the project has been under 
development by Pearson and director! 
co-writer Les Rose since 1976, it was not 
until it became an early beneficiary of 
w hat Pearson calls the "fearless" new 
willingness of the CBC to co-operate 
with independent producers and Tele
film Canada that it really got off the 
ground. With the CBC's letterofintent to 
broadcast in hand, the project gained a 
commitment for a third of its $2.2 mil
lion budget from Telefilm, and then, 
with a decision to move the production 
from Toronto to Edmonton, another 
h al f-million from the Alberta Motion 
Picture Development Corporation and 
Superchannel - not to mention whole
hearted co-operation from the City of 
Edmonton. The CBC will broadcast the 
movie probably in the fall of 1985, and 
Superchannel has a second window 
thereafter. In the meantime, there has 
been a theatI'ical premiere and a two
week run in Edmonton via Pan-Cana
dian, and the producers are hoping for 
exhibition in key centres this spring. 

So it would be nice to be able to say 
that Isaac Littlefeath~rs is as great a 
success as a piece of entertainment as it 
is as an example of the possibilities of 
the current production climate. But, to 
be truthful, the film rarely rises above a 
formulaic conception of its material, 
despite some aspects of storyline and 
situation that are unusual to the point of 
being bizarre. 

The title character is an adolescent 
Metis boy growing up in Edmonton in 
the early 1960s under the protective 
care of an elderly Jewish shopkeeper. 
The offspring of a footloose, motorcycle
riding pro-hockey player and an Indian 
woman who apparently succumbs to 
despair and degradation, Isaac finds a 
home with the kindly, cheerfully philo
sophical Abe Kapp. At the beginning of 
the action he is feeling upset not only by 
the racist taunts of the local rednecks 
but because he doesn't get invited to his 
Jewish friends' bar-mitzvahs. !Before 
the movie is over he has been put up for 
a bar-mitzvah of his own - a prospect 
which gives rise to a couple of crude 
visual jokes about circumcision.) In what 
at times looks like an effort to leave no 
dramatic stereotype or ethnic minority 
unincIuded, the story has the 14-year
old hero encountering his itinerant real 
father a number of times, hobnobbing 
with a Jewish boy who goes nowhere 
without his Charlie-McCarthy-type ven
triloquist's doll, acquiring a Chinese 
girlfriend, gettin g exp~sed to a few 
whiffs of Indian culture In the person of 
a blind o ld shaman, exciting the resent
ment of Abe's older daughter, and en
gaging in an escalating series of contlicts 
with the dastardly Varco clan (the father 
a sloven I\' foulmouthed drunkard, the 
sons a p~ck of cowardly bullies) c ul
minating in a boxing match and a hostage 
drama where he holds old Va rca at 
gunpoint. Hardly surprising, under the 
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